
P900 IGT
INSTRUCTION MANUAL

ATTENTION: Read this manual and all safety instructions 
carefully before using this pistol.

       ATTENTION: 
READ THIS INSTRUCTION MANUAL COMPLETELY. 
This airgun is not a toy. Treat it with the same respect you 
would a firearm. Always carefully follow the safety directions 
found in this instruction manual and keep this manual in a safe 
place for future use.

                         Not a toy. Adult supervision required. Misuse or 
careless use may cause serious injury or death. May be dan-
gerous up to 224 yards (205 meters).

This is a high powered airgun intended for use by those 16 
years of age or older. Read all instructions before using. The 
purchaser and user should conform to all laws governing use 
and ownership of airguns.
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COCKING

SAFETY BUTTON

REARSIGHT ADJUSTMENT
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Cock with an open palm. 
Open the hinged barrel  
to its fullest extent.

The trigger is locked when 
the red dot is not visible.

Windage.  
Shooting left:  
Turn knob A clockwise. 
Shooting right:  
Turn knob A anti-clockwise.

TECHNOLOGY

www.gamousa.comGamo Outdoor USA, Inc

When the red marking of the safety 
catch is visible, the safety mechanism 
is DEACTIVATED and the pistol is ready 
to FIRE.

When the red marking of the safety 
catch is hidden (pressing the safety 
catch covering the red warning mark), 
the safety mechanism is ACTIVATED 
and the pistol is in SAFE.



Before using your new Gamo air pistol, you must take the time to read and understand
    the following safety rules:
  Do not insert the pellet into the barrel until you are ready to shoot. If you do insert the pellet into the barrel and de-

cide not to shoot, either manually remove the pellet form the gut or shoot the remaining ammunition at a safe target.
  An unloaded, non-pressurized/uncocked gun with an  “ACTIVATED” safety is safest.
  Accidents happen fast, and accidentally injuring or killing someone is a terrible thing. Please shoot safety.
  Whenever you handle a GAMO pistol, make sure the safety is “ACTIVATED” and there is no ammunition in the magazine 

and the barrel.
  Always use eye protection.
  Always use hearing protection.
  Think first, shoot second.
  Always point the gun in a safe direction. Never point your air pistol at people or animals even if it is not loaded.
  Always keep your fingers away from the trigger until you are ready to shoot.
  Always be certain of what is behind your target. Make sure your target does not conceal a person or some object 

which could be harmed by the pellets.
  Do not shoot at targets which allow ricochets or deflections.
  Do not shoot into or at water.
  Never use drugs or alcohol while handling this product.
  The air pistol and pellets should be kept in separate and secured places.
  Do not walk, run, jump or climb when carrying a loaded air pistol. A loaded air pistol should never be carried inside a vehicle.
  Never modify or alter your GAMO air pistol. Modification of the pistol may cause it to malfunction and tampering with 

the gun may make it unsafe.
Do not brandish or display this airgun in public. it may confuse people and may be a crime. Police and 

others may think this airgun is a firearm. Do not change the coloration and markings to make it look more like a firearm. 
That is dangerous and may be a crime.

  Do not use or carry the pistol in situations where it could be mistaken for a firearm. 
Do not show or display the air pistol in public, since it could be mistaken for a real firearm and regarded as 

an offence. Do not change the colour or appearance of the air pistol to look like a firearm. This is dangerous and may 

       
   Only use pellets that are in perfect condition. Ensure you use the correct caliber in order to prevent dam-

age to your air pistol. We recommend using Gamo pellets, for example Match .177 (4,5mm) 

Repairs
A compressed air pistol that is not functioning well can be dangerous. Do not attempt to repair the gun yourself, since 
this may cause abnormalities in its functioning. Use a  Gamo cleaning rod caliber 4.5mm (.177 in) if a pellet has become 
blocked in the barrel. Take your gun to approved gunsmiths or to professional repair specialists approved for this type 
of product.

When preparing to store the pistol, point the barrel at the ground and make sure that the magazine is 
empty and there are no pellets in the barrel. In this way you will avoid possible accidents when using the pistol again.

When there is an obstruction in the barrel, never shoot another pellet. Always make sure that the Safety is 
activated before clearing an obstruction.

Make sure that the the Safety is activated before proceeding witht he removal of ammunition.

Cleaning 
Before cleaning the barrel of the pistol, ensure it is not loaded and that its safety mechanism is on. To clean the barrel of 
the pistol use Gamo cleaning rod for 4.5mm (.177in) caliber, patch-covered jag and brush. Insert the cleaning rod from 
the muzzle. Remember: lubricating oil should never be used on the barrel. From time to time, it is advisable to apply 
some special GAMO oil to the metal parts, to prevent rusting.

Storage
Air pistols should be stored so that they are protected from unsupervised use by children. Always store the pistol in a 
clean, dry place. We recommend storing the pistol in an anti-corrosion box or case.

be regarded as an offence.
This product is not a toy. Adult supervision is required. Improper or careless use may cause serious injury. 

May be dangerous up to a distance of 224 yards. This compressed air pistol is recommended for users over 16. Read 
the instruction manual before using this product. Buyer and seller must comply with all specific laws for the use and 
ownership of this compressed air pistol

GAMO warrants this product to be free of original defects in material and workmanship for one (1) year. This warranty applies 
only to goods purchased in the USA. At its option, GAMO will repair or replace this product without charge for parts and 
labor, providing our inspection indicates that an original defect exists. Should GAMO choose to replace the product, and 
the product is no longer available at the time warranty service is required, a substitution of similar performance and equal or 
greater value will be made. This warranty does not include damage caused by abuse, unauthorized repair or modification of 
any kind. There are no warranties that extend beyond the description on the face hereof. Gamo makes no implied warranty 
of merchantability or implied warranty of fitness (for a particular purpose). Some states do not allow limitations of implied 
warranty, so this limitation may not apply to you. In that event,any such implied warranty is limited to that required by law. 
GAMO shall not be liable for incidental or consequential damages, including but not limited to lost profits or other economic 
or commercial losses. The sole remedy provided in this warranty is repair or replacement of the product.To activate this war-
ranty you must mail within 60 days the enclosed GAMO warranty card to:

GAMO OUTDOOR USA, Inc.
1700 N 2nd St, Rogers, AR 72756

(800) 713-2479   E-Mail: info@gamousa.com

Include with your product a note explaining the nature of the problem and be sure to indicate your name, address, and tel-
ephone number. Also include a check or money order in the amount of $10.00 to cover postage and handling. In the event 
of a non-warranty repair, you will receive an estimate prior to any work being done. This warranty gives you specific legal 
rights and you may have other rights which vary from state to state. As defined by federal law, this is a limited warranty.  

GAMO OUTDOOR USA, Inc reserves the right to alter these specifications without prior notice.


